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Abstract
Cerebral white matter (WM) aberrations in schizophrenia have been linked to multiple neurobiological substrates but the underlying
mechanisms remainunknown.Moreover, antipsychotic treatment andsubstanceuseconstitutepotential confounders.Multimodal studies
using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) may provide deeper insight into the whole brain WM
pathophysiology in schizophrenia. We combined DTI and MTI to investigate WM integrity in 51 antipsychotic-naïve, first-episode
schizophrenia patients and 55 matched healthy controls, using 3 T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Psychopathology was assessed
with the positive and negative syndrome scale (PANSS). Awhole brain partial least squares correlation (PLSC) method was used to
conjointly analyze DTI-derivedmeasures (fractional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), mode of anisotropy
(MO)) and the magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) to identify group differences, and associations with psychopathology. In secondary
analyses, we excluded recreational substance users from both groups resulting in 34 patients and 51 healthy controls. The primary PLSC
groupdifference analysis identified a significant pattern of lower FA,AD,MOandhigherRD in patients (p= 0.04). This pattern suggests
disorganizedWMmicrostructure inpatients.ThesecondaryPLSCgroupdifferenceanalysiswithout recreational substanceusers revealed
asignificantpatternoflowerFAandhigherAD,RD,MO,MTRinpatients(p= 0.04).Thispatterninthesubstancefreepatientsisconsistent
withhigher extracellular free-water concentrations,whichmay reflect neuroinflammation.Nosignificant associationswithpsychopathol-
ogywere observed. Recreational substance use appears to be a confounding issue, which calls for attention in futureWMstudies.
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Introduction

Schizophrenia is a severe psychiatric disorder, which has been
linked to both structural and functional brain aberrations
(Fitzsimmons et al. 2013). The dysconnectivity hypothesis
of schizophrenia states that aberrant white matter (WM) mi-
crostructure underlies abnormal integration of information be-
tween anatomically distinct brain regions (Friston 1998;
Pettersson-Yeo et al. 2011). A broad range of evidence from
WM investigations in schizophrenia suggests aberrations of
multiple neurobiological substrates such as axonal diameter,
axonal density, disorganized microstructure, myelin and ex-
tracellular free-water concentration (Kubicki et al. 2007;
Pasternak et al. 2012; Whitford et al. 2011). Characterization
of the specific neurobiological substrates underlying psycho-
sis is crucial for the development of novel treatment strategies,
which currently target the dopamine system.
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Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a well-established, sim-
ple, Gaussian, physical model that allows for in vivo investi-
gation of WM microstructure (Basser and Pierpaoli 2011; Le
Bihan and Steven 1995; Hutchinson et al. 2017). Fractional
anisotropy (FA) is the most commonly reported DTI-derived
measure. FA is often used as a broad index for WM integrity
covering multiple neurobiological substrates such as axonal
diameter, axonal density, and myelin (Alexander et al. 2007;
Karlsgodt 2016). Other frequently usedDTI-derivedmeasures
such as the axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), and
mean diffusivity (MD) are also sensitive to nonspecific neu-
robiological substrates (Jones 2010; Song et al. 2003; Vos
et al. 2012; Wheeler-Kingshott and Cercignani 2009). Mode
of anisotropy (MO) is another DTI-derived measure that is
sensitive to disorganized WM microstructure (i.e. MO de-
creases with increases in crossing fibers) (Douaud et al.
2011; Ennis and Kindlmann 2006). Several DTI studies have
revealed WM microstructural aberrations as evidenced by
lower FA in patients with schizophrenia, however there is a
considerable heterogeneity in the regional specificity of those
findings (Kubicki et al. 2007; Pasternak et al. 2012; Whitford
et al. 2011), and different neurobiological underpinnings may
partly explain these inconsistencies.

Magnetization transfer imaging (MTI) is a non-
invasive MRI technique, which measures the amount of
magnetization that can be transferred from protons bound
to macromolecules, including macromolecules bound
within myelin, to free water molecules (Henkelman et al.
2001). The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) is a scalar
measure computed from the MTI data reflecting the
amount of macromolecules in the sample (Stanisz et al.
1999; Stanisz et al. 2004), hence MTR estimates the tis-
sue composition rather than the spatial WM organization
(Schmierer et al. 2004). Studies in schizophrenia have
interpreted lower MTR to be most likely related to re-
duced myelin, and vice versa (Foong et al. 2000;
Walterfang et al. 2006). However, higher MTR may also
reflect increased extracellular free-water, which has been
linked to inflammatory activity (Laule et al. 2007;
Schmierer et al. 2004). Therefore, both neuroinflamma-
tion and myelination may affect the MTR signal, and as
such an additional modality with complementary informa-
tion is required in order to distinguish between the two
(Mandl et al. 2013; Pasternak et al. 2016).

Separately, DTI and MTR provide relatively nonspe-
cific insights to the underlying WM aberrations observed
in schizophrenia patients. The combination of DTI and
MTR may increase the accuracy of identifying the neu-
robiological underpinning of these WM aberrations
(Alexander et al. 2011; Kubicki et al. 2005; Mandl
et al. 2010; Mandl et al. 2013; Palaniyappan et al.
2013). Specifically, multimodal studies using DTI and
MTR have shown that combined, they allow a

differentiation between: i) disorganized WM microstruc-
ture, i.e. when only DTI is affected, and MTR is unaf-
fected; ii) low myelin, i.e. when both FA and MTR are
low; iii) high extracellular free-water, i.e. when MD (i.e
AD, RD) and MTR are high (Mandl et al. 2013).

Partial least squares (PLS) is a powerful multivariate
statistical tool for determining and modeling relationships
between brain (MRI) and group design/behavior by find-
ing latent variables that best describe the relationships
(Krishnan et al. 2011; Van Roon et al. 2014; Grady and
Garrett 2014). When PLS is used to identify shared infor-
mation between brain (MRI) and group design/behavior, it
is referred to as partial least squares correlation (PLSC).
Compared to univariate analyses, methods that capitalize
on joint information across imaging modalities in a mul-
tivariate fashion, such as PLSC, may have higher sensi-
tivity in identifying complex and potentially weak, yet
interrelated patterns (Calhoun and Sui 2016; McIntosh
and Lobaugh 2004). Additionally, simulations have
shown an increase in power and better control over error
rates in multimodal analysis that allow for joint inference
(Winkler et al. 2014, Winkler et al. 2016).

There are several confounders associated with MRI find-
ings in schizophrenia patients (Weinberger and Radulescu
2016). For example, previous exposure to antipsychotic med-
ication may alter WM microstructure (Zeng et al. 2016). In
samples of antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients, we and
others have reported FA reductions in the superior longitudi-
nal fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, cingulum, in-
ferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, thalamic radiation, corpus
callosum and the corticospinal tract (Alvarado-Alanis et al.
2015; Ebdrup et al. 2016; Filippi et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2013;
Li et al. 2018; Sun et al. 2015; Zeng et al. 2016). Likewise, a
detrimental impact of substance use on WM microstructure
has been reported (Bernier et al. 2013; Cookey et al. 2014).
Recreational cannabis use has been associated with greater
reductions of FA in both healthy volunteers and patients with
recent onset schizophrenia (Bernier et al. 2013; Cookey et al.
2014). The prevalence of cannabis use in schizophrenia pa-
tients is higher than in the general population (up to 43%),
suggesting that this may be a confounding issue in schizophre-
nia WM studies (Bersani et al. 2002). Also, factors such as
socioeconomic status and premorbid intelligence may act as
confounds in neuroimaging studies (Kahn and Keefe 2013).
Finally, technical aspects such as head motion during a scan
may also affect DTI-derivedWMmeasures (Kong 2014; Ling
et al. 2012).

This study builds upon a previous univariate DTI analyses
from our group, in which we found FA to be sensitive in
identifying subtle WM microstructural aberrations in antipsy-
chotic-naïve, first-episode patients with schizophrenia
(Ebdrup et al. 2016). In the current study, we have increased
the total sample size (n = 106), and corrected for head motion.
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We adopted PLSC (McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004) and imple-
mented a novel multimodal approach to capitalize joint infer-
ence across DTI and MTR imaging contrasts. In our primary
analyses, we aimed to identify multimodal patterns of group
differences and associations with psychopathology, with re-
spect to specific neurobiological substrates such as myelin,
extracellular free-water concentration, and disorganized WM
microstructure. Next, we performed exploratory secondary
analyses to investigate the potentially confounding effect of
recreational substance use.

Materials and methods

Participants and clinical measures

Between December 2008 and December 2013, we recruited
antipsychotic-naïve, first-episode schizophrenia patients be-
tween 18 and 45 years of age from psychiatric hospitals and
outpatient psychiatric clinics in the capital region of Denmark.
Diagnoses of schizophrenia or schizoaffective psychosis were
based on ICD-10 criteria and confirmed using the Schedule of
Clinical Assessment in Neuropsychiatry (SCAN), version 2.1.
Details of the recruitment procedure have been described else-
where (Nielsen et al. 2012). We excluded patients with a cur-
rent ICD-10 diagnosis of drug dependency. Lifetime exposure
to methylphenidate and use of antidepressants and mood sta-
bilizers within the month preceding the study were exclusion
criteria. Current drug use was measured using a urine test
(Rapid Response, Jepsen HealthCare). The use of benzodiaz-
epines was allowed, but not on days of examination.

Trained raters assessed psychopathology using the positive
and negative syndrome scale (PANSS) (Kay et al. 1987). We
defined the duration of untreated illness (DUI) as the time
between a continuous invasive deterioration of functioning
due to psychosis-related symptoms and the date of the MRI
scan (Ebdrup et al. 2016). The Danish version of the National
Adult Reading Test (DART) (Nelson 1982) was used to obtain
an estimate of premorbid intelligence. We assessed handed-
ness using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield
1971). Participants’ lifetime use of tobacco, alcohol, cannabis,
stimulants, hallucinogens, and opioids were categorized ac-
cording to an ordinal five-item scale for each recreational drug
(never tried/ tried few times/ use regularly/ harmful use/ de-
pendency) (Jessen et al. 2019). A trained neuro-radiologist
screened the MRI scans for overt pathology.

Healthy controls were recruited between May 2009 and
January 2014 and matched to the patients on age, sex and
parental socioeconomic status. Exclusion criteria for healthy
controls were: lifetime psychiatric illness, lifetime substance
abuse or first-degree relatives with psychiatric diagnoses as
assessed by a SCAN interview.

Full sample: Fifty-one antipsychotic-naïve, first-episode
schizophrenia patients and 55 controls were included
(Table 1). A subset of the subjects included for this study
(33 of the 51 patients and 37 of the 55 healthy controls) was
a part of a previously published DTI study (Ebdrup et al.
2016). A full publication list of studies on other modalities,
which include patient samples partially overlapping with the
current patient sample, can be provided upon request.

Substance-free sample: For the secondary analyses we ex-
cluded patients and controls whose lifetime use of any of the
recreational drugs (cannabis, opioids, hallucinogens, stimu-
lants, or other illicit drugs) was more than ‘tried few times’
on the ordinal scale. Also, subjects who tested positive for
tetrahydrocannabinol in the urine test were excluded.
Seventeen schizophrenia patients and four controls were ex-
cluded, resulting in a substance-free sample of 34 patients and
51 healthy controls.

Statistical analysis of demographic and clinical data

STATA (Stata/IC 13.1, StataCorp, USA) software was
used to analyze demographic and clinical data.
Normality of data was tested with Shapiro-Wilk test.
Group differences in age, alcohol, tobacco and recreation-
al drug use were tested with Mann-Whitney U test. Sex
and parental socioeconomic status were assessed using
Fisher’s exact test. Handedness was assessed using
Pearson’s chi squared test. DART was assessed using in-
dependent samples t-test.

Image acquisition

MRI scans of the whole brain were acquired with a Philips
Achieva 3.0 T whole body MRI scanner (Philips Healthcare,
Best, The Netherlands) with an 8-channel SENSE Head Coil
(Invivo, Orlando, Florida, USA). Diffusion weighted images
were acquired using single shot spin-echo echo-planar imag-
ing (2 sets with opposite phase-encoding directions; 5
diffusion-unweighted (b = 0 s/mm2) and 30 diffusion weight-
ed (b = 1000 s/mm2) non-collinear directions). Acquisition of
each volume was repeated with opposite phase encoding di-
rection in order to enable correction for susceptibility distor-
tions using the following parameters: acquisition matrix =
128 × 99, field of view (FOV) = 240 × 240 mm2, number of
slices = 75, slice thickness = 2 mm (no gap), reconstructed
voxel dimensions = 1.88 × 1.88 × 2 mm3, TR/TE = 7035/
68 ms, parallel imaging SENSE factor = 3(AP), flip angle =
90°, total scan duration = 522 s. The sagittal 3-dimensional
fast field echo magnetization transfer scans comprised of 2
volumes using the following parameters: acquisition matrix =
128 × 96 × 95, over-continuous slices, FOV = 240 × 180 ×
190 mm3, reconstructed voxel dimensions = 1.88 × 1.88 ×
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2 mm3, TR/TE = 66/2.2 ms, parallel imaging SENSE factor =
2 (RL, FH), flip angle = 18°. For the second volume an addi-
tional off-resonance prepulse was applied (frequency offset =
1100 Hz, 620 degrees, three-lobe sync-shaped). The total du-
ration of the MTI scan was 175 s.

Image processing

The two sets of diffusion weighted scans (acquired in opposite
phase-encoding directions) were denoised to reduce random
rician noise with overcomplete Local PCA method (Manjón

Table 1 Demographics and clinical characteristics of participants

Variable Full sample Substance free sample

Patients
(n = 51)

Healthy
controls
(n = 55)

Group
difference
p value

Patients
(n = 34)

Healthy
controls
(n = 51)

Group
difference
p value

Age (years)
[Mean (SD)]

25.10 (5.43) 25.22 (5.30) 0.85a 25.07 (5.33) 25.29 (5.24) 0.85a

Sex
(male/female)

33/18 34/21 0.84b 19/15 30/21 0.84b

Parental socio-economic status
(high/moderate/low)

9/30/12 15/29/11 0.56b 8/18/8 13/28/10 0.91b

Handedness (right/ambidextrous/left) 44/6/1 48/6/1 0.98c 29/4/1 44/6/1 0.95c

Lifetime tobacco use
(never tried/ tried few times/ use regularly/ harmful use/

dependency)

10/13/24/1/3 12/29/11/2/1 0.03a* 7/8/17/1/1 11/29/9/1/1 0.03a*

Lifetime alcohol consumption
(never tried/ tried few times/ use regularly/ harmful use/

dependency)

4/8/35/3/1 4/0/51/0/0 0.40a 4/6/24/0/0 4/0/47/0/0 0.02a*

Lifetime drug abused

(never tried/ tried few times/ use regularly/ harmful use/
dependency)

6/28/11/6/0 24/27/4/0/0 <0.01a* 6/28/0/0/0 24/27/0/0/0 <0.01a*

Urine screening (tetrahydrocannabinol
/benzodiazepine/negative)

2/4/45 – – 0/2/32 – –

PANSSe positive score
[Mean (SD)]

20.47 (4.06) – – 20.73 (3.92) – –

PANSSe negative score
[Mean (SD)]

20.80 (7.04) – – 20.58 (7.49) – –

PANSSe general score
[Mean (SD)]

42.11 (9.03) – – 42.23 (9.57) – –

PANSSe total score
[Mean (SD)]

83.39
(16.53)

– – 83.55 (18.23) – –

DARTf

[Mean (SD)]
21.53 (9.05) 23.21 (6.52) 0.29g 21.87 (8.20) 23.27 (6.58) 0.40g

Duration of untreated illness (weeks) [Mean (SD,
median, range)]

66.74
(67.93,

34, 2–312)

– – 49.79 (63.64, 25,
2–300)

– –

MRI – Translational motion
(Tx, Ty, Tz) [Mean (SD)]

0.11 (0.12)
0.71 (0.20)
0.32 (0.42)

0.10 (0.05)
0.72 (0.17)
0.27 (0.19)

0.23g

0.61g

0.22g

0.09 (0.04)
0.71 (0.16)
0.26 (0.16)

0.10 (0.05)
0.73 (0.17)
0.27 (0.20)

0.65g

0.65g

0.59g

MRI – Rotational motion
(Rx, Ry, Rz) [Mean (SD)]

0.005
(0.008)

0.002
(0.002)

0.002
(0.002)

0.004
(0.004)

0.002
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

0.09g

0.27g

0.06g

0.005 (0.006)
0.002 (0.001)
0.002 (0.001)

0.004
(0.004)

0.002
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

0.17g

0.63g

0.39g

aMann Whitney U test; b Fisher exact test; c Pearsons Chi2

d Drug use: Cannabis, opioids, hallucinogens, stimulants, other illicit drugs
e PANSS: Positive and negative syndrome scale
f DART: Danish adult reading test
g Independent samples t test

*Significant group difference (p < 0.05)
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et al. 2013) using MATLAB software (version 2014a).
FMRIB diffusion toolbox (part of FSL 5.0.9) (Jenkinson
et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2004) was used for further pre-pro-
cessing, starting with eddy current correction and head motion
correction (Jenkinson et al. 2002), followed by a correction of
susceptibility distortions (Andersson et al. 2003). For head
motion, 3 translational and 3 rotational motion parameters
were recorded. Next, data were resampled to 0.93 × 0.93 ×
1 mm3 resolution using non-local MRI upsampling (Manjón
et al. 2010). Non-brain tissue was removed with brain extrac-
tion tool (BET) (Smith 2002). DTI-derived measures of the
fractional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffu-
sivity (RD), and mode of diffusivity (MO) were calculated
using DTIFIT (Jenkinson et al. 2012).

The two-magnetization transfer scans (acquired with and
without the magnetization prepulse) were denoised to reduce
rician noise using multiresolution non-local means filter for 3-
dimensional data (Coupé et al. 2012). Next, data were inter-
polated to 0.93 × 0.93 × 1 mm3 resolution using non-local
MRI upsampling (Manjón et al. 2010). The MTR was com-
puted from the images with (MSAT) and without (M0) the
magnetization prepulse using the equation MTR = (M0 -
MSAT)/M0 (Henkelman et al. 2001). Non-brain tissue was re-
moved using BET (53). MTR images were rigidly co-
registered to the diffusion-unweighted (b = 0 s/mm2) volume
using mutual information as a similarity metric (Jenkinson
et al. 2002).

FA, AD, RD, MO and MTR data were transformed to
standard space and skeletonised using the standard tract-
based spatial statistics (TBSS) pipeline (Smith et al. 2006).
First, FA data were non-linearly registered using FNIRT
(Andersson et al. 2007) onto the standard FMRIB58 FA tem-
plate. Next, the nearest maximum FAvalues of each registered
FA image were projected onto a WM skeleton derived from
the FMRIB58 template and thresholded at FA > 0.2.
Subsequently, the AD, RD, MO and MTR images were non-
linearly projected on the FA skeleton.

The skeletonised images were corrected for age, sex and
headmotion parameters (three translational and three rotation-
al motion parameters) to obtain residual skeleton images using
multiple linear regressions. Since patients and controls were
matched on parental socioeconomic status and did not differ
on estimated premorbid intelligence (DART), these variables
were not included as covariates in the analyses. The residual
skeleton images were z-transformed by subtracting the
voxelwise mean and dividing by the voxelwise standard de-
viation, computed across patients and controls for each of the
DTI and MTR measures (Geladi and Kowalski 1986).

MRI quality metrics

Quality control was performed by visually inspecting all dif-
fusion weighted and magnetization transfer images. The sum

of squared residual maps was calculated from DTI to find
differences between the observed signal and those predicted
by the diffusion tensor model. These residual maps were vi-
sually inspected to identify the presence of artifactual signal
intensities (Jones and Leemans 2011; Jones et al. 2013).
Additionally, three quality metrics (temporal signal-to-noise
ratio (TSNR), maximum voxel intensity outlier count
(MAXVOX), and mean voxel intensity outlier count
(MEANVOX)) were computed from each diffusion-
weighted image using a quality assessment method previously
described (Roalf et al. 2016). The quality metrics in the pres-
ent study ranged between the ‘good’ and ‘excellent’ according
to standardized quality metrics deduced from three different
assessment groups of the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental
Cohort (Roalf et al. 2016). For details see Supplementary
Table S1. Differences in the head motion summary measures
between patients and healthy controls are provided in Table 1.
The accuracy of co-registration between the MTR and
diffusion-unweighted (b = 0 s/mm2) volume was visually ex-
amined for obvious misregistration.

Statistical analysis

We used partial least squares correlation (PLSC) analysis
(Abdi and Williams 2013; Krishnan et al. 2011; McIntosh
and Lobaugh 2004) to explore multimodal group differences
in the imaging contrasts (FA, AD, RD, MO, MTR) and asso-
ciations with psychopathology (PANSS). PANSS measures
were corrected for age and sex to obtain residuals (Arranz
et al. 2015; Voineskos et al. 2013). We will refer to these
analyses as ‘Group-PLSC’ and ‘Symptom-PLSC’ ,
respectively.

With PLSC we searched for latent variables (LVs) that
express the maximal covariance between the imaging con-
trasts and group design (Group-PLSC) or imaging contrasts
and PANSS measures (Symptom-PLSC). The covariance ma-
trix (R) was computed as a scalar product between each of the
imaging contrasts and group (or PANSS measures). The ma-
trix R was then decomposed using singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) resulting in pairs of singular vectors (U, V) and
corresponding singular values. For the Group-PLSC analysis,
the covariance matrix (R) was simultaneously decomposed
into 10 LVs (5 imaging contrasts X 2 groups). The elements
of the singular vectors are referred to as saliences and reflect
the profiles that best characterize R. LVs are the saliences
relative to imaging contrasts and group (or PANSS measures).
The ‘brain scores’ were calculated as projections of imaging
data on their saliences (Krakauer et al. 2017; Krishnan et al.
2011; McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004).

The significance of an LV was assessed using permutation
tests (10,000 permutations) to obtain a p value based on the
non-rotated sampling distribution of singular values under the
null hypothesis (Kovacevic et al. 2013). The exchangeability
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of group membership was restricted within each imaging con-
trast and applied synchronously across modalities (Winkler
et al. 2016). The LVs were considered significant at
p < 0.05. The percentage cross-block covariance was calculat-
ed using singular values of the LVs, which is a measure of the
covariance explained by the individual LV. We only report
significant LVs that explain more than 5% of the cross-block
covariance (Grigg and Grady 2010). Once the significance of
the LVwas assessed, bootstrapping (500 samples) was applied
by resampling the dataset with replacements to derive esti-
mates of standard error (SE). The reliability of ‘brain scores’
was evaluated by dividing it by its SE to obtain 95% confi-
dence intervals and voxelwise bootstrap ratio images.
Confidence intervals of brain scores corresponding to imaging
contrasts that did not include zero were considered reliable.
Voxelwise bootstrap ratio images that survived a threshold of
2.57 (approximates two-tailed probability of 0.01 assuming a
unit normal distribution) and a minimum cluster size of 20
voxels were considered as reliable spatial clusters (McIntosh
and Lobaugh 2004). Please note that multiple comparison
correction for testing at a voxel level does not apply for boot-
strap ratio images because with PLSC we assess the signifi-
cance of whole-brain spatial patterns instead of individual
voxels (See McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004; Krishnan et al.
2011; Grady and Garrett 2014). Anatomical information of
these clusters was obtained from JHU white matter
tractography atlas (Wakana et al. 2007).

We performed a primary PLSC analyses on the full sample
followed by exploratory secondary analyses to investigate the
confounding effect of recreational substance use. Post-hoc
univariate cluster-based correlations with PANSS measures
were performed by extracting the mean brain scores from
the most reliable clusters contributing significantly to group
differences and then correlating them to PANSS measures.

Results

Demographic data and clinical characteristics

Patients had significantly higher lifetime consumption of rec-
reational drugs (p < 0.01) and tobacco (p = 0.03) when com-
pared to healthy controls. In the substance-free sample, no
significant group differences were found for age (p = 0.85),
sex (p = 0.82), parental socioeconomic status (p = 0.91), hand-
edness (p = 0.95). Patients in the substance-free sample had a
significantly higher consumption of tobacco (p = 0.03) and a
lower consumption of alcohol (p = 0.02) when compared to
healthy controls. DART was normally distributed (W= 0.99;
V = 0.46; Z = -1.71; p = 0.95). Demographic data and clinical
characteristics of the full and substance-free samples are pro-
vided in Table 1.

The substance-free patients (N = 34) did not significantly
differ from substance-use patients (N = 17) regarding demo-
graphic (age (p = 0.88), sex (p = 0.07), parental socioeconom-
ic status (p = 0.26), handedness (p = 0.77), tobacco (p = 0.86))
and clinical (PANSS positive (p = 0.85), negative (p = 0.21),
general (p = 0.65) and DUI (p = 0.44) (data not shown))
characteristics.

Full sample PLSC

In the full sample group-PLSC analysis between patients (N =
51) and controls (N = 55), we found one significant latent
variable, LV1 (p = 0.04; cross-block covariance = 46.3%) in
which patients exhibited a pattern of low FA, AD, MO and
high RD when compared to controls. MTR did not reliably
contribute to the pattern as the confidence intervals cross zero
(Fig. 1a). The corresponding bootstrap brain pattern shows
reliable regions in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, cingu-
lum, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior longitudinal
fasciculus, fornix, corticospinal tract, forceps minor, uncinate
fasciculus, corpus callosum, and the anterior thalamic radia-
tion (Fig. 1b and Table 2).

Within the patients, no significant associations were iden-
tified in the symptom-PLSC analysis. No significant associa-
tions were identified in the post-hoc univariate cluster based
correlations with PANSS measures.

Substance-free sample PLSC

In the secondary Group-PLSC analysis between the
substance-free patients (N = 34) and controls (N = 51), we
found one significant latent variable, LV3 (p = 0.04; cross-
block covariance = 21.42%) in which patients exhibited a pat-
tern of low FA and high AD, RD, MO, MTR when compared
to controls (Fig. 1c). The corresponding bootstrap brain pat-
tern showed reliable regions in the forceps major, anterior
thalamic radiation, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior
longitudinal fasciculus, and the uncinate fasciculus (Fig. 1d
and Table 3).

The exploratory Group-PLSC analysis between substance-
free patients (N = 34) and substance-use patients (N = 17) did
not reveal any significant group differences. Similar to the full
sample, no significant associations were identified in
symptom-PLSC analysis in the substance-free patients. No
significant associations were identified in the post-hoc univar-
iate cluster based correlations with PANSS measures.

Discussion

This is the first study that conjointly analyzed DTI-derived
measures and MTR using PLSC to identify multimodal imag-
ing patterns in order to disentangle the aberrant
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neurobiological substrates in antipsychotic-naïve, first-
episode schizophrenia patients. To mitigate the effects of pos-
sible confounding factors, a statistical correction was carried
out for age, sex, and head motion. In secondary analyses, we
rigidly corrected for lifetime recreational substance use.

In the full sample, we identified one significant LV from
the group-PLSC analysis, in which patients exhibited a pattern
of lower FA, AD, MO and higher RD compared to controls
(Fig. 1a). Higher RD is often interpreted as reflecting lower
myelin concentrations (Song et al. 2003; Wheeler-Kingshott
and Cercignani 2009), but the fact that MTR did not reliably
contribute to this pattern could suggest that the WM aberra-
tions detected by DTI may not be influenced by differences in
macromolecule concentrations (e.g. myelin) or by differences
in extracellular free-water. Previous studies have shown lower
MO to be associated with an increase in crossing fibers
(Douaud et al. 2011). This implies that lower FA, AD and
higher RD may be observed as a consequence of an increase
in crossing fibers (low MO), thereby reflecting disorganized
WM microstructure. The bootstrap brain pattern (Fig. 1b and
Table 2) showed disorganized microstructure to be reliably

located in the left superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), left
cingulum (CG), bilateral inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus
(IFOF), bilateral inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), fornix,
left corticospinal tract (CT), forceps minor (FM), bilateral un-
cinate fasciculus (UF), right corpus callosum (CC) and the left
anterior thalamic radiation (ATR). Importantly, FA deficits
within patients in these anatomical regions are not only in
agreement with our previous univariate analysis based on a
subset of the current sample (Ebdrup et al. 2016), but also with
several other studies on antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia pa-
tients (Alvarado-Alanis et al. 2015; Filippi et al. 2014; Liu
et al. 2013; Li et al., 2017; Sun et al. 2015; Zeng et al.
2016). The identified multivariate pattern of disorganized
WM microstructure as well as the spatial clusters in the full
sample is also in agreement with our recent PLSC study in a
study of individuals at ultra high-risk for psychosis (Krakauer
et al. 2017). Finally, the effect size estimates of the full sample
calculated using ENIGMA-DTI workflow (http://enigma.ini.
usc.edu/protocols/dti-protocols/#eDTI) showed a similar
pattern of lower FA (r = 0.39; p = 0.05) and higher RD, MD
compared to the meta-analytical pattern in Kelly et al. 2018
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Fig. 1 Multimodal group differences. a-b White matter microstructural
group differences (Full sample) between antipsychotic-naïve patients
with schizophrenia and healthy controls. a The multimodal imaging
pattern identified by LV1 (p = 0.04; cross-block covariance = 46.3%),
shows lower FA, AD, MO and higher RD in patients compared to con-
trols. b Most reliable clusters associated with LV1. c-d White matter
microstructural group differences (Substance-free sample) between anti-
psychotic-naïve patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls. c The
multimodal imaging pattern identified by LV3 (p = 0.04; cross-block

covariance = 21.42%), shows lower FA and higher AD, RD, MO, MTR
in patients compared to controls. dMost reliable clusters associated with
LV3. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. The reliable clus-
ters are identified using bootstrap method and are thresholded at 2.57.
These clusters are enhanced using tbss_fill and visualized using fsleyes
(FSL version 5.10). The clusters color-coded in red-yellow show a pos-
itive correlation with LV. The clusters are displayed according to radio-
logical convention (L = R) and are overlaid on standard FMRIB58 FA
(grey) and skeleton (green) template. See Tables 2 and 3 for cluster report
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(See Supplementary Table S2). Thus, the current findings ap-
pear to reflect early markers related to psychosis spectrum
disorder.

The group-PLSC analysis in the substance-free sample
identified one significant LV, where patients exhibited a pat-
tern of low FA and high AD, RD, MO and MTR when

compared to healthy controls (Fig. 1c). The combination of
low FAwith higher MD (i.e. AD, RD) and MTR is consistent
with higher extracellular free-water concentration in patients
(Mandl et al. 2013). The bootstrap brain pattern (Fig. 1d and
Table 3) showed reliable and higher levels of extracellular
free-water in the forceps major, bilateral ATR, bilateral

Table 2 Multivariate analysis of
white matter group differences
(Full sample) between
antipsychotic-naïve
schizophrenia patients and
healthy controls

Anatomical clusters showing
positive correlations with LV1

Left / Right
hemisphere

Number
of clusters

Number
of voxels

X Y Z (Center of
Gravity)

Bootstrap
ratio

Superior longitudinal fasciculus Left 2 186

23

−15.6,2.54,34.7
−38.3,6.22,29.4

3.78

3.67

Cingulum Left 4 85

69

24

24

−16.4,23.2,33.2
−38.8,-5.12,-26.8
−18.8,-36.9,30.5
−13.1,-60.7,31.8

4.02

4.25

4.09

4.16

Inferior fronto-occipital fascicu-
lus

Left 1 66 −27.8,-18.7,-7.83 3.46

Right 1 21 29.3,-56.9,21 3.74

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus Right 2 66

35

22.8,-52.4,30.9

37.8,-49.7,-3.57

4.10

3.50

Left 1 45 −38.4,-47.4,-4.36 3.63

Fornix – 1 55 0.14,-12.6,18.8 4.09

Corticospinal tract Left 1 48 −10.8,-7.56,-9.44 4.27

Forceps minor Left 1 44 −17.5,18.2,28.7 3.4

Uncinate fasciculus Right 1 28 25.8,36,-1.86 4.12

Left 1 23 −16.4,9.04,-15.5 3.11

Corpus callosum Right 1 23 15.1,1.65,34.1 3.7

Anterior thalamic radiation Left 1 22 −20.2,12,11.3 3.96

Table 2 shows the most reliable spatial regions that contribute to white matter group differences (Full sample)
between antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients and healthy controls. The multimodal imaging pattern iden-
tified by LV1 (p = 0.04; cross-block covariance = 46.3%), shows lower FA, AD, MO and higher RD in patients
compared to controls. Spatial clusters that survive a bootstrap ratio threshold of 2.57 that have a minimum cluster
size of 20 voxels are reported (McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004). Anatomical information of these clusters is obtained
from JHU white matter tractography atlas (Wakana et al. 2007)

Table 3 Multivariate analysis of
white matter group differences
(Substance-free sample)
between antipsychotic-naïve
schizophrenia patients and
healthy controls

Anatomical Clusters showing
positive correlations with LV3

Left / Right
hemisphere

Number
of clusters

Number
of voxels

X Y Z (Center of
Gravity)

Bootstrap
ratio

Forceps major Right 1 84 26.2,-74.2,13.4 4.13

Anterior thalamic radiation Right 1 42 7.05,-57.8,-27.7 4.19

Left 1 27 −10.7,-2.63,1.63 3.84

Inferior fronto-occipital fascicu-
lus

Left 1 41 −27.1,-22.8,7.88 4.10

Right 2 27

35

28.4,-57.1,25

26.5,-75.9,3.43

3.83

3.40

Inferior longitudinal fasciculus Left 2 33

29

−39.8,-7.39,23.7
−44.4,0.448,21.9

3.79

3.66

Uncinate fasciculus Left 1 31 −13.4,43.7,-14 4.18

Table 3 shows the most reliable spatial regions that contribute to white matter group differences (Substance-free
sample) between antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients and healthy controls. The multimodal imaging
pattern identified by LV3 (p = 0.04; cross-block covariance = 21.42%), shows lower FA and higher AD, RD,
MO, MTR in patients compared to controls. Spatial clusters that survive a bootstrap ratio threshold of 2.57 that
have a minimum cluster size of 20 voxels are reported (McIntosh and Lobaugh 2004). Anatomical information of
these clusters is obtained from JHU white matter tractography atlas (Wakana et al. 2007)
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IFOF, left ILF and the left UF. Previously reported multivar-
iate fiber-based analysis has shown higher extracellular free-
water concentration in the right UF and the left SLF within
schizophrenia patients (Mandl et al. 2013). This regional in-
consistency may be due to the small sample size of patients
(n = 16) in that study or due to differences in the analytical
framework. Extracellular free-water has been proposed as a
marker of neuroinflammation (Laule et al. 2007; Pasternak
et al. 2012; Stanisz et al. 2004), and microglial neuroinflam-
mation has recently gained much attention in the field of
schizophrenia research (De Picker et al. 2017; Mondelli
et al. 2017; Müller 2018). Reduced cell density is also expect-
ed to increase extracellular free-water, which has been ob-
served only in chronic stages of the illness and might not be
the case in with antipsychotic-naïve, first-episode schizophre-
nia patients (Pasternak et al. 2016).

We found that different multimodal imaging patterns in the
full sample and the substance-free sample, respectively, have
contributed to the group differences between patients and con-
trols. Although both patterns indicated lower FA within pa-
tients, the underlying neurobiological substrates appear to be
different and the regional deficits only partly overlapped. The
substance-free sample showed higher levels of extracellular
free-water in the left ATR, bilateral IFOF, left ILF and the left
UF, and the sameWM tracts showed disorganized microstruc-
ture in a spatially different (not overlapping) anatomical loca-
tions in the full sample. Additionally, the full sample displayed
disorganized microstructure in the left SLF, left CG, right CC,
left CT, forceps minor and the fornix. We speculate that these
inconsistencies may be attributable to the confounding effect
of substance use within the patient population. This is in
agreement with most studies that have shown the combined
impact (i.e. an interaction) of substance use and the illness on
WM microstructure in patients to be greater than each one of
them separately (Bernier et al. 2013; Cookey et al. 2014;
Filbey et al. 2014; James et al. 2011). In an independent cohort
of antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients, we previously
reported differential effects on subcortical gray matter regions
in patients with and without lifetime substance abuse (Ebdrup
et al. 2010). Collectively, these data emphasize the potential
confounding effect of substance use on brain morphology in
schizophrenia patients.

It has been hypothesized that WM aberrations, leading to
delayed corollary discharges, might specifically give rise to
psychotic symptoms (Stephan et al. 2009; Whitford et al.
2011). In line with this hypothesis, our previously reported
unimodal region of interest (ROI) study confirmed significant
associations between positive symptoms and FA in the frontal
fasciculi (Ebdrup et al. 2016). However, our current multivar-
iate symptom-PLSC and post-hoc cluster based correlation
analyses did not identify any neurobiological substrates that
associate with psychopathology. This may be explained by the
fact that the patterns identified using multimodal approaches

depend on the weighted relationship across modalities, where-
as unimodal voxelwise analysis do not examine inter-modality
or inter-voxel (spatial) dependencies. A similar observation
was reported by Calhoun and Sui (2016) where separate
unimodal and multimodal analysis revealed complementary
information on effective brain connectivity from identical ex-
periments in the same subjects.

The main limitation of this study is that the patients were
recruited as a part of a large multimodal first-episode schizo-
phrenia cohort study and therefore the MRI data was not a
priori acquired to investigate differences between substance-
free and substance-use patients. However, there were no sig-
nificant demographic group differences between substance-
free and substance-use patients. Although our findings sug-
gest that even recreational substance use may confound WM
indices, our primary analyses of the full sample has high ex-
ternal validity given the high prevalence of substance use in
schizophrenia patients. Conversely, our findings in the
substance-free subjects may be closer to the underlying WM
neurobiological aberrations of schizophrenia, but since these
are based on exploratory secondary analyses in a smaller and
highly selected population of antipsychotic-naïve, first-
episode schizophrenia patients without recreational substance
use, the external validity is lower and warrant replication.
Accordingly, the limited sample size in our Group-PLSC anal-
ysis between the substance-free sample and the substance-use
sample may have prevented us from detecting a group differ-
ence, i.e. a type 2 error (See Fig. S1). It has been reported that
FA is negatively associated with the number of substances
used, inducing an additional source of variability (Kaag
et al. 2017). A more sophisticated study design in antipsychot-
ic-naïve, first-episode schizophrenia patients with and without
a single substance use (e.g cannabis) may improve our under-
standing of the interactions between schizophrenia and con-
current substance use (Bernier et al. 2013). However, in a
clinical setting such a study will be very difficult to perform,
since antipsychotic-naïve schizophrenia patients are difficult
to recruit and the use of recreational drugs is rarely uniform
within patients. As expected, in our study, patients significant-
ly differed from healthy controls regarding alcohol and tobac-
co consumption. DTI studies have shown associations be-
tween alcohol use and FA (Zahr 2014). Although a recent
large-scale coordinated study reported no significant WM al-
terations between smoking and non-smoking patients (Kelly
et al. 2018), we cannot rule out potential effects of alcohol and
tobacco as confounders by indication. The second limitation is
that, compared to diffusion tensor model, emerging tech-
niques such as the free-water imaging metric (Pasternak
et al. 2009), multi-shell based free-water (Hoy et al. 2014;
Pasternak et al. 2012), diffusion basis spectrum imaging
(DBSI) (Wang et al. 2011), and neurite orientation dispersion
and density imaging (NODDI) (Zhang et al. 2012) may pro-
vide an even better way to study the extracellular space,
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especially in complex crossing fibers geometry (Jones et al.
2013). However, it has been shown that the free-water imag-
ing metric (Pasternak et al. 2009) and MTR contain comple-
mentary information (Mandl et al. 2015). Calculation of more
sophisticated WM indices using DBSI and NODDI is not
possible with the current imaging protocol. Here we used
MO, which is a mutually orthogonal tensor invariant to be
able to distinguish coherently oriented fibers from fibers that
are crossing each other (Douaud et al. 2011; Ennis and
Kindlmann 2006). Finally, premorbid intelligence and socio-
economic status differences between patients and controls
may act as confounds in neuroimaging studies (Kahn and
Keefe 2013). In this study the patients and controls were
matched on parental socioeconomic status and did not show
significant differences in DART. This suggests that the WM
microstructural aberrations observed in antipsychotic-naïve,
first-episode schizophrenia patients in this study were not con-
founded by premorbid intelligence or socioeconomic factors.

Conclusions

Our conjoint multimodal assessment suggests that WM aber-
rations in antipsychotic-naïve, first-episode schizophrenia pa-
tients are linked to disorganized WM microstructure, as op-
posed to changes in extracellular free-water or myelin.
Conversely, substance-free patients display excessive extra-
cellular free-water concentrations, which may be linked to
neuroinflammation. This compilation of our findings supports
the application of conjoint multimodal analysis to detect the
subtle WM aberrations that appear to be present in the early
stages of schizophrenia. Recreational substance use appears to
constitute a potential confounder and difficulties with control-
ling for substance use may contribute to heterogeneous find-
ings of WM studies in schizophrenia.
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